WITT Energy and a new solution in harvesting the motion that is all around us, turning it into
useable power which can be stored an called upon when needed.
What is the WITT? The WITT is a unique patented transmission that can take motional energy
and turn it into electricity. The WITT can be built from a few inches or many metres.
What is unique about the WITT transmission system, and what products are we working on?
The WITT is unique in that it can take all Natural Occurring Motional Energy (NOME) that is all
around us, in Water, (sea, river or tidal), in Wind, (our small portable dragonflies) in Human,
fitted in a backpack to harvest walking, jogging etc to harvest power, and Animals providing
power solutions in developing countries for topping up mobile phones and the IoT’s. Other
energy devices are out there taking 1 degree of motion, maybe 2, we are unique in that we take
all available motion that is available and turn it into electrical power which can be stored and
called upon when needed. The products we are building will be the portable power solution that
can be fitted inside a rucksack harvest chaotic motion for the defence and leisure market. The
same 5-watt unit could also be utilised to collect animal motion, a great benefit in developing
countries to provide LED power and charging appliances. The second unit we have built will be
for the marine sector, a sealed completely green solution to harvest all water motion providing
power even in the most remote locations with no need for sunlight, a real bonus in the Northern
hemisphere where there is limited daylight.
Who invented the WITT and is there patent protection? The WITT was invented by Martin
Wickett, a civil engineer who worked on building roads and bridges, the first WITT was built in
our workshop in France after we finished rebuilding a 17th century farmhouse. Martin loves
resolving complex engineering problems, after building the first unit and testing it, the next
stage was to check if it was patentable. It took several years to get a granted patent, as the
business progress we ensured we filed follow on patents. We have a granted patent in USA,
China, UK, and core countries across the globe.
Does WITT have a strong team in place? WITT has a great team in place, our chairman is
Admiral Sir James Burnell-Nugent, our CEO Ron Cowley has 35 years of bringing engineering
products to the market, Martin Wickett the inventor, is our CTO, we have Tushar Kulkarni as
Head of Engineering and Ash Harkara as Head of Electrical. As Martin ‘s wife I have worked from
day one to raise awareness, network and present.
What next for WITT? WITT are ready to engage with manufacturers organisations, of course we
have a range of options, bringing in a major investor, licensing, collaborations, or joint ventures.
WITT has raised global awareness winning many awards in the UK and overseas, we have won
Ocean Exchange, Leap to Zero, we won HRH, Prince Andrew, pitch at the palace, and last week
we won a place to present at the WORLD FUTURE ENERGY SUMMIT in Abu Dhabi, UAE a very
prestigious event seeking new clean green energy solutions. WITT team are passionate about
providing an energy solution WITT believe we can, together we will.
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View the WITT Energy Investor Engagement video here: www.vimeo.com/257675275

